Abstract. The b-value change in the frequency-magnitude (FM) distribution for a synthetic earthquake catalogue obtained by means of the model of block structure dynamics has been studied. The catalogue is divided into time periods preceding strong earthquakes and time periods that do not precede strong earthquakes. The separate analysis of these periods shows that the b-value is smaller before strong earthquakes. The similar phenomenon has been found also for the observed seismicity of the Southern California. The model of block structure dynamics represents a seismic region as a system of perfectly rigid blocks divided by infinitely thin plane faults. The blocks interact between themselves and with the underlying medium. The system of blocks moves as a consequence of prescribed motion of the boundary blocks and of the underlying medium. As the blocks are perfectly rigid, all deformation takes place in the fault zones and at the block base in contact with the underlying medium. Relative block displacements take place along the fault zones. Block motion is defined so that the system is in a quasistatic equilibrium state. The interaction of blocks along the fault zones is viscous-elastic ("normal state") while the ratio of the stress to the pressure remains below a certain strength level. When the critical level is exceeded in some part of a fault zone, a stress-drop ("failure") occurs (in accordance with the dry friction model), possibly causing failure in other parts of the fault zones. These failures produce earthquakes. Immediately after the earthquake and for some time after, the affected parts of the fault zones are in a state of creep. This state differs from the normal state because of a faster growth of inelastic displacements, lasting until the stress falls below some other level. This numerical simulation gives rise a synthetic earthquake catalogue.
Introduction
The study of seismicity with the statistical and phenomenological analysis of observed earthquake catalogues has the disadvantage that the reliable data cover, in general, a time interval of about one hundred years or even less. This time interval is very short, in comparison with the duration of tectonic processes responsible of the seismic activity. Therefore the patterns of the earthquake occurrence identifiable in the catalogue may be only apparent and may not repeat in the future. This can be overcome by numerical modelling of the processes generating seismicity and analyzing obtained synthetic earthquake catalogues that cover many seismic cycles and allow studying the dependence of seismicity on the model parameters.
Several models based on spring-block interaction, cellular automata, scaling organization of fracture tectonics, colliding cascades etc. (Burridge and Knopoff, 1967; Allègre et al., 1982 Allègre et al., , 1995 Bak and Tang, 1989; Olami et al., 1992; Blanter et al., 1998; Gabrielov et al., 2000) have been developed to reproduce general properties of observed seismicity. Other models have implemented specific mechanisms in the fault zone (e.g., Nur and Booker, 1972; Dieterich, 1972 Dieterich, , 1994 Barenblatt, 1983; Gabrielov and Keilis-Borok, 1983; Ito and Matsuzaki, 1990; Hainzl et al., 1999; Ben-Zion and Lyakhovsky, 2006) . These models reproduce certain observed phenomena but it is rather difficult to apply them to an actual fault system. This can be made by means of models that generate synthetic earthquake catalogues for a large heterogeneous strike-slip fault (Ben-Zion and Rice, 1993; Zöller et al., 2005) and for a system of faults (e.g., Ward, 1992 Ward, , 2000 Benites, 1996, 2001; Fitzenz and Miller, The model of the block structure dynamics (Gabrielov et al., 1990; Keilis-Borok et al., 1997; Soloviev and IsmailZadeh, 2003) exploits the hierarchical block structure of the lithosphere. The model is based on the assumption that blocks of the lithosphere are separated by comparatively thin, weak and less consolidated fault zones, such as lineaments and tectonic faults. In a seismotectonic process major deformation and most earthquakes occur in such fault zones. Synthetic earthquakes are generated in the model as a result of movement of blocks creating stress in the fault zones. The model allows to reproduce the block structure of a region under consideration and has been applied to simulate block dynamics and seismicity of the real seismic regions (Soloviev and Ismail-Zadeh, 2003; Ismail-Zadeh et al., 2007) .
A seismic region is modelled by a system of perfectly rigid blocks divided by infinitely thin plane faults. The blocks interact between themselves and with the underlying medium. The system of blocks moves as a consequence of prescribed motion of the boundary blocks and of the underlying medium. As the blocks are perfectly rigid, all deformation takes place in the fault zones and at the block base in contact with the underlying medium. Relative block displacements take place along the fault zones. This assumption is justified by the fact that for the lithosphere the effective elastic moduli of the fault zones are significantly smaller than those within the blocks. Block motion is defined so that the system is in a quasistatic equilibrium state. The interaction of blocks along the fault zones is viscous-elastic ("normal state") while the ratio of the stress to the pressure remains below a certain strength level. When the critical level is exceeded in some part of a fault zone, a stress-drop ("failure") occurs (in accordance with the dry friction model), possibly causing failure in other parts of the fault zones. These failures produce earthquakes. Immediately after the earthquake and for some time after, the affected parts of the fault zones are in a state of creep. This state differs from the normal state because of a faster growth of inelastic displacements, lasting until the stress falls below some other level. This numerical simulation gives rise a synthetic earthquake catalogue.
The frequency-magnitude (FM) distribution (Ishimoto and Iida, 1939; Gutenberg and Richter, 1944 ) is described by the relation
where N is the cumulative number of earthquakes having magnitudes not less than M. The value of a in relation (1) characterises the total number of earthquakes while the value of b characterises size distribution of earthquakes. It has been shown that the value of b is not as constant and can vary in time and space. Variation of the b-value has been found for observable seismicity (e.g., Smith, 1986; Henderson et al., 1994; Ogata and Katsura, 1993; Amelung and King, 1997; Rotwain et al., 1997; Wiemer and Wyss, 1997; Burroughs and Tebbens, 2002) , for synthetic seismicity generated in numerical models (e.g., Christensen and Olami, 1992; Narkunskaya and Shnirman, 1994; Amitrano, 2003; Zaliapin et al., 2003; Zöller et al., 2006) and for microfractures in laboratory samples (e.g., Rotwain et al., 1997; Amitrano, 2003) . Theoretical models have been developed to explain temporal fluctuations in b-value (e.g., Main et al., 1989 Main et al., , 1992 Henderson et al., 1992) . The purpose of the present study is to analyze the behaviour of the b-value for the synthetic seismicity generated by the model of the block structure dynamics. We try to find difference in the b-value for periods preceding the largest earthquakes and periods that do not precede such earthquakes. A simple structure consisting of 4 square blocks is used for generating the synthetic earthquake catalogue. It follows from the analysis of the synthetic catalogue that the b-value is smaller for the periods preceding the largest earthquakes. The analysis of the earthquake catalogue of the Southern California gives similar results.
2 Description of the model 2.1 Block structure geometry A layer with thickness H , limited by two horizontal planes is considered (Fig. 1) , and a block-structure is a limited and simply-connected part of this layer. Each lateral boundary of the block-structure is defined by portions of parts of planes intersecting the layer. The subdivision of the structure into blocks is performed by planes intersecting the layer. The parts of these planes which are inside the block-structure and its lateral facets are called "fault planes."
The geometry of the block-structure is defined by the lines of intersection between the fault planes and the upper plane limiting the layer (these lines are called "faults"), and by the angles of dip of each fault plane. Three or more faults cannot have a common point on the upper plane, and a common point of two faults is called "vertex." The direction is specified for each fault and the angle of dip of the fault plane is measured on the left of the fault. The positions of a vertex on the upper and the lower plane, limiting the layer, are connected by a segment ("rib") of the line of intersection of the corresponding fault planes. The part of a fault plane between two ribs corresponding to successive vertices on the fault is called "segment." The shape of the segment is a trapezium. The common parts of the block with the upper and lower planes are polygons, and the common part of the block with the lower plane is called "bottom."
We assume that the block-structure is bordered by a confining medium, whose motion is prescribed on its continuous parts comprised between two ribs of the block-structure boundary. These parts of the confining medium are called "boundary blocks."
Block movement
The movements of the boundaries of the block structure (the boundary blocks) and the medium underlying the blocks are assumed to be external force acting on the structure. The rates of these movements are considered to be horizontal and known. The movement of the underlying medium is specified separately for different blocks. Dimensionless time is used in the model, and all quantities containing time are referred to one unit of the dimensionless time. At each time the displacements of the blocks are determined in such a way that the structure is in a quasistatic equilibrium. All displacements of blocks are supposed to be infinitely small, compared with the block size. Therefore the geometry of the block structure does not change during the simulation and the structure does not move as a whole.
Interaction between blocks and the underlying medium
The elastic force which is due to the relative displacement of the block and the underlying medium, at some point of the block bottom, is assumed to be proportional to the difference between the total relative displacement vector and the vector of slippage (inelastic displacement) at the point. This force per unit area f u = (f u x ,f u y ) applied to the point with coordinates (X,Y ), at some time t, is defined by
where X c , Y c are the coordinates of the geometrical centre of the block bottom; (x u ,y u ) and ϕ u are the translation vector and the angle of rotation (following the general convention, the positive direction of rotation is anticlockwise), around the geometrical centre of the block bottom, for the underlying medium at time t; (x,y) and ϕ are the translation vector of the block and the angle of its rotation around the geometrical centre of its bottom at time t; (x a ,y a ) is the inelastic displacement vector at the point (X,Y ) at time t.
The evolution of the inelastic displacements at the point (X,Y ) is described by the equations
The coefficients K u and W u in Eqs. (2-4) may be different for different blocks.
Interaction between the blocks along the fault planes
At the time t, in some point (X,Y ) of the fault plane separating the blocks numbered i and j (the block numbered i is on the left and that numbered j is on the right of the fault) the components x, y of the relative displacement of the blocks are defined by
where
c are the coordinates of the geometrical centres of the block bottoms, (x i ,y i ), and (x j ,y j ) are the translation vectors of the blocks, and ϕ i , ϕ j are the angles of rotation of the blocks around the geometrical centres of their bottoms, at time t.
In accordance with the assumption that the relative block displacements take place only along the fault planes; the displacements along the fault plane are connected with the horizontal relative displacement by t = e x x + e y y,
l = n /cos α, where n = e x y − e y x.
That is the displacements along the fault plane are projected on the horizontal plane. Here t , l are the displacements along the fault plane parallel ( t ) and normal ( l ) to the fault line on the upper plane, (e x ,e y ) is the unit vector along the fault line on the upper plane, α is the dip angle of the fault plane, and n is the horizontal displacement, normal to the fault line on the upper plane. The elastic force per unit area f = (f t ,f l ) acting along the fault plane at the point (X,Y ) is defined by
Here δ t , δ l are inelastic displacements along the fault plane at the point (X,Y ) at time t, parallel (δ t ) and normal (δ l ) to the fault line on the upper plane. The evolution of the inelastic displacement at the point (X,Y ) is described by the equations
The coefficients K and W in Eqs. (9-11) are, respectively, proportional to the shear modulus and inversely proportional to the viscous coefficient of the fault zone. The values of K and W can be different for different faults. In addition to the elastic force, there is the reaction force which is normal to the fault plane; the work done by this force is zero, because all relative movements are tangent to the fault plane. The elastic energy per unit area at the point (X,Y ) is equal to
From Eqs. (7), (8) and (12) the horizontal component of the elastic force per unit area, normal to the fault line on the upper plane, f n can be written as:
It follows from Eq. (13) that the total force acting at the point of the fault plane is horizontal if there is the reaction force, which is normal to the fault plane and its magnitude per unit area is equal to
We introduce the reaction force Eq. (14) and therefore there are not vertical components of forces acting on the blocks and there are not vertical displacements of blocks.
Equations (5) and (6) are valid for the boundary faults too. In this case one of the blocks separated by the fault is the boundary block. The movement of these blocks is described by their translation and rotation around the origin of coordinates. Therefore the coordinates of the geometrical centre of the block bottom in Eqs. (5) and (6) 
Equilibrium equations
The components of the translation vectors of the blocks and the angles of their rotation around the geometrical centres of the bottoms are found from the condition that the total force and the total moment of forces acting on each block are equal to zero. This is the condition of quasi-static equilibrium of the system and at the same time the condition of minimum energy. The forces arising from the specified movements of the underlying medium and of the boundaries of the blockstructure are considered only in the equilibrium equations. In fact it is assumed that the action of all other forces (gravity, etc.) on the block-structure is balanced and does not cause displacements of the blocks.
In accordance with Eqs. (2), (3), (5-10) and (13) the dependence of the forces, acting on the blocks, on the translation vectors of the blocks and the angles of their rotations is linear. Therefore the system of equations which describes the equilibrium is linear one and has the following form
where the components of the unknown vector z=(z 1 , z 2 , ..., z 3n ) are the components of the translation vectors of the blocks and the angles of their rotation around the geometrical centres of the bottoms (n is the number of blocks), i.e. z 3m−2 =x m , z 3m−1 =y m , z 3m =ϕ m (m is the number of the block, m=1, 2,..., n). The matrix A does not depend on time and its elements are defined from Eqs. (2), (3), (5-10) and (13). The moment of the forces acting on a block is calculated relative to the geometrical centre of its bottom. The expressions for the elements of the matrix A contain integrals over the surfaces of the fault segments and of the block bottoms. Each integral is replaced by a finite sum, in accordance with the space discretization described in Sect. 2.6. The components of the vector b are defined from Eqs. (2), (3), (5-10) and (13) as well. They depend on time, explicitly, because of the movements of the underlying medium and of the block-structure boundaries and, implicitly, because of the inelastic displacements.
Scheme of simulation
Formulas given above define the stress and the evolution of the inelastic displacements at points of fault zones and of block bottoms. To carry out the numerical simulation of block structure dynamics discretization of these plane surfaces is required. The discretization is defined by parameter ε and applied to fault segments and block bottoms as follows.
Each fault segment is a trapezoid with bases a and b and height h=H /sinα where H is the thickness of the layer, and α is the dip angle of the fault plane. We determine the values n 1 = ENTIRE (h/ε) + 1, and
and divide the trapezoid into n 1 n 2 small trapezoids by two groups of segments inside it; there are n 1 -1 segments parallel to the trapezoid bases and spaced at intervals h/n 1 , and n 2 -1 segments connecting the points spaced by intervals of a/n 2 and b/n 2 , respectively, on the two bases. Small trapezoids obtained in this way are called "cells." The coordinates X, Y in Eqs. (5) and (6) and the inelastic displacements δ t , δ l in Eqs. (9) and (10) are supposed to be the same for all the points of a cell and are considered average values over the cell. When introduced in Eqs. (5-10), (13), and (14), they yield the average (over the cell) of the elastic and reaction forces per unit area. The forces acting on a cell are obtained by multiplying the average forces per unit area by the area of the cell. The bottom of a block is a polygon. Prior to discretization, it is divided into trapezoids (triangles) by segments passing through its vertices and parallel to the Y axis. The discretization of these trapezoids (triangles) is performed in the same way as for fault segments.
The state of the block structure is considered at discrete time t i =t 0 + i t where t 0 is the initial time and i = 1, 2, ... . The transition from the state at t i to the state at t i+1 is made as follows: (i) new values of the inelastic displacements x a , y a , δ t , δ l are calculated from Eqs. (4) and (11); (ii) the translation vectors and the rotation angles at t i+1 are calculated for the boundary blocks and the underlying medium; (iii) the components of b in Eq. (15) are calculated, and these equations are used to define the translation vectors and the angles of rotation for the blocks.
Earthquake and creep
Earthquakes are simulated in accordance with the dry friction model. Let us introduce the quantity
where f=(f t ,f l ) is the elastic stress given by Eqs. (9) and (10); P is assumed equal for all the faults and can be interpreted as the difference between the lithostatic (due to gravity) and the hydrostatic pressure, p 0 , given by Eq. (14), is the reaction force per unit area. The value of P reflects the average effective pressure in fault zones, and the difference P −p 0 is the actual pressure for each cell.
Three following values of κ are assigned to each fault plane: B>H f >H s . If, at some time t i , the value of κ in any cell of a fault segment reaches the level B, a failure ("earthquake") occurs (it is assumed that the initial conditions for the model satisfy the inequality κ<B for all cells of fault segments). The failure is considered slippage during which the inelastic displacements δ t and δ l in this cell change abruptly to reduce the value of κ to the level H f . The level H s is used in determination of the period of the creep state as described below.
After calculating the new values of the inelastic displacements for all the failed cells, step (iii) of the scheme of simulation (Sect. 2.6) is repeated with the same values of the absolute displacements and rotations of the boundary blocks and the underlying medium. If after that κ>B for some cell(s) of the fault segments, the inelastic displacements are recalculated for this cell(s), step (iii) of the scheme of simulation is repeated and so on. When κ<B for all cells the state of the block structure at time t i+1 is determined in the ordinary way.
The cells belonging to the same fault plane, in which failure occurs at the same time, form a single earthquake. The magnitude of the earthquake is calculated from
where S is the sum of the areas of the cells (in km 2 ) forming the earthquake. The constants in Eq. (17) are specified in accordance with Utsu and Seki (1954) . It is assumed that the cells in which a failure has occurred are in the creep state immediately after the earthquake. This means that the parameter W s (W s >W ) is used instead of W for these cells in Eq. (11) to describe the evolution of inelastic displacements; W s may be different for different faults. After each earthquake, a cell is in the creep state as long as κ>H s , whereas when κ< H s the cell returns to the normal state and henceforth the parameter W is used in Eq. (11) for this cell.
Block structure under consideration and a catalogue of synthetic earthquakes
The structure under consideration and its faults on the upper plane are shown in Fig. 2 . Six faults (four of them are boundary faults) form a square with a side of 320 km divided into four smaller squares. Values of the model parameters are given in Table 1 . The medium underlying all blocks of the structures does not move. The boundary movement is a translational movement at a velocity of 10 cm per unit dimensionless time. The directions of the velocity vectors are shown in Fig. 2 . The angle between the velocity vector and the proper side of the square outlining a structure is 10 • . Numerical simulation of dynamics for the block structure under consideration was carried out for a period of 1000 dimensionless time units starting from the initial zero condition. The synthetic catalogue, which was analysed, contains earthquakes that occurred during the last 800 units of the simulation. The first 200 units were not considered to exclude the period that is needed in the model for quasi-stabilization of the stresses after starting the simulation from the initial zero conditions. The catalogue contains 41 788 events in the magnitude interval from 4.65 to 7.58. The FM plots are given in Fig. 3 . They show the number of earthquakes with magnitude M (green bars) and the number of earthquakes with magnitude not less than M brown curve (cumulative FM plot).
Analysis of the synthetic catalogue

Definition of D-and N-periods
We try to find difference in the behaviour of background synthetic seismicity during the time intervals preceding strong earthquakes (D-periods) and time intervals that do not precede strong earthquakes (N-periods). Strong earthquakes are earthquakes with magnitude M>M 0 where M 0 is certain threshold.
We consider the following definition of D-and N-periods. Let T 1 , T 2 , . . . moments of strong events (T i+1 >T i ). We use two parameters D >0 and X ≥0 and separate each interval [T i , T i+1 ] between two consecutive strong events into three non-intersecting intervals:
) is separated into D-and X-intervals only without N-interval, and X-interval in this case is (T i , T i+1 − D ). D-period is a combination of all D-intervals determined by this way and N-period is a combination of all N-intervals. X-intervals are introduced to exclude intervals when the background seismicity is subjected to a strong event occurred before.
The behaviour of the background synthetic seismicity is characterized using the description of the FM distribution as given in Eq. (1) for earthquakes with magnitude M<M 0 . The FM distributions are obtained separately for D-and Nperiods. These two distributions and their description are then compared. Table 2 . Estimates of b-values of FM relations obtained separately for D-and N -periods for the whole structure, M 0 =7.37; uncertainty limits of the estimated b-value are given for the confidence probability 0.95. (Fig. 4a) 0.6704±0.0078 0.6854±0.0244 0.0150 (Fig. 4b) 0.6694±0.0087 0.6731±0.0175 0.0037 (Fig. 4a) 0.7893±0.0117 0.8951±0.0427 0.1058 (Fig. 4b) 
Parameters for determination of D-and N -periods
where N(M t ) is the number of earthquakes in the considered part of a catalogue with magnitude not less than M t , M i -magnitudes of these earthquakes. Equation (18) The number of earthquakes versus the magnitude (Fig. 3) has an explicit local maximum in the magnitude range between 7.3 and 7.4. This maximum is attained at M=7.37. Accordingly to the definition of the magnitude in the model and geometrical sizes of the structure under consideration this value corresponds to an earthquake that covers completely one segment of a fault plane (in the structure under consideration all segments of the fault planes have approximately the same square). This value has been preliminary taken as the magnitude cut-off that defines strong earthquakes, i.e. M 0 =7.37. Figure 4 shows cumulative FM plots constructed separately for D-and N-periods determined by using the definition given above (Sect. 4.1) with D = X =5 (Fig. 4a) and (Fig. 4b) . Values of D and X are given in units of the dimensionless time. The number of events used for constructing the plots is referred to one unit of dimensionless time, i.e. the numbers of earthquakes for different magnitude ranges are divided on duration (in units of dimensionless time) of D-and N-periods respectively. Comparing the plots one can see difference between FM plots for D-and N-periods. The plots for D-period demonstrate considerable deficiency of events with small magnitudes in comparison with the plots for N -period. In the range of large magnitudes (M>7.0) the incidence of the plot for N-period obtained with D = X =5 (Fig. 4a) is appreciably greater than that for D-period. The similar phenomenon was found formerly for observed seismicity and in models (e.g., Narkunskaya and Shnirman, 1994; Rotwain et al., 1997; Zaliapin et al., 2003) . Results of calculation of the b-values separately for D-and N-periods (b D (M t ) and b N (M t )) by means of Eq. (18) with two values of M t (5.5 and 6.0) are given in Table 2 . Uncertainty (confidence) limits of the estimated b-value are calculated here and below in accordance with 216 A. Soloviev: Transformation of frequency-magnitude relation Table 3 . Estimates of b-values of FM relations obtained separately for D-and N -periods for the seismicity of the Southern California, M 0 =6.4; uncertainty limits of the estimated b-value are given for the confidence probability 0.95. (Fig. 9a) 1.1332±0.0569 1.4372±0.1872 0.3040 (Fig. 9b) 1.1204±0.0615 1.3517±0.1179 0.2313 (Fig. 9a) 1.2289±0.0933 1.5986±0.4461 0.3697 (Fig. 9b) 1.1436±0.0929 1.5511±0.2568 0.4075 is valid in a narrow magnitude range about M 0 =7.37. The last can be explained as follows. By definition (Sect. 2.7) the synthetic earthquakes are formed from cells belonging to the same fault plane. Behaviour of the background seismicity changes before a strong earthquake mainly on the same fault plane where this strong earthquake occurs. When the background seismicity of the whole structure is considered periods preceding strong earthquakes for some fault planes are mixed with periods not preceding strong earthquakes for other faults and changes in the b-value before strong earthquakes are not seen. One can avoid this by considering the fault planes separately.
b D (M t ) b N (M t ) b N (M t ) − b D (M t ) M t =4.5 D = X =3 yearsD = X =2 yearsM t =5.0 D = X =3 yearsD = X =2 years
Separate analysis of boundary fault planes
The strong earthquakes occur in boundary fault planes of the structure. These fault planes are marked 1-4 in Fig. 2 . We considered separately catalogues of synthetic earthquakes occurred in different fault planes, and D-and N-periods were determined for each boundary fault plane accordingly to strong earthquakes occurred in it. The dependence of b D (6.0) and b N (6.0) on M 0 when D = X =3 is shown in Fig. 7 separately for different boundary fault planes. Comparing Figs. 5 and 7 one can see that for the fault planes 1 (Fig. 7a) and 2 (Fig. 7b ) considered separately the magnitude range where b D (6.0)<b N (6.0) is essentially wider than in the case of the whole structure. 
Analyses of seismicity of the Southern California
Seismicity of the Southern California has been analysed in the similar way as the synthetic seismicity obtained in the model. The data on seismicity of the Southern California have been taken from The Southern California Earthquake Data Centre (SCEDC) catalogue. It consists of hypocentral information for 1932 through the present. The information on catalogue completeness and data sources can be found at the web site (SCEDC).
Earthquakes with magnitude M≥M 0 =6.4 are considered as strong events and earthquakes with 4≤M<6.4 are analyzed as the background seismicity. Figure 9 shows cumulative FM plots referred to one year and constructed separately for D-and N-periods that were determined with D = X =3 years ( Fig. 9a) and D = X =2 years (Fig. 9b) . In the both cases one can see difference between the plots for D-and Nperiods. Table 3 
Discussion
The calculations made for the model of block structure dynamics show that b D (6.0) decreases droningly when the magnitude cut-off for strong earthquakes M 0 increases from 7.2 to 7.37. This occurs both for the whole structure (Fig. 5) and for the separate fault planes (Fig. 7) . In the case of the seismicity of the Southern California (Fig. 10) b D (4.5) decreases also when M 0 increases from 6.0 to 6.4. Possi- (Fig. 5) while b D (6.0)<b N (6.0) for the fault planes 1-3 (Fig. 7a-c) . This can be explained by the fact that in the case of the whole structure the number of strong earthquakes determined with the magnitude cut-off M 0 <7.36 is very large, accordingly N-period is very short, and the estimate of b-value is unreliable that is seen from the limits of the confidence interval of b D (6.0) given in Fig. 5 . Note that taking into account the limits of the confidence intervals given in Fig. 7 we can be sure that the inequality b D (6.0)<b N (6.0) exists indeed only for the fault planes 1 and 2 (Fig. 7a, b) . The difference between the fault panes 1 and 2 on the one hand and the fault planes 3 and 4 on the other hand that is seen in Fig. 7 demonstrates the complexity of the model under consideration. Depending on M 0 of b D (4.5) and b N (4.5) for the seismicity of the Southern California (Fig. 10 ) looks like that of b D (6.0) and b N (6.0) for the separate fault planes of the block structure (Fig. 7) and b D (4.5)<b N (4.5) for the seismicity of the Southern California as well as b D (6.0)<b N (6.0) for the fault planes 1-3. This likeness between the Southern California and the separate fault planes can be possibly explained by presence in the Southern California of the dominating fault structure -the San Andreas Fault.
A model has been presented by Main et al. (1989) , which can explain the temporal fluctuations in the b-value and predicts during a period before a large earthquake two minima in the b-value, separated by a temporary maximum. One can see the similar feature in dependence of b D (6.0) on D in the cases of the whole structure (Fig. 6 , minima at D =0.5 and 2.5 and maximum at D =1) and of individual fault planes. It is rather distinct for fault plane 1 (Fig. 8a , minima at D =0.5 and 3 and maximum at D =1.5) and fault plane 2 (Fig. 8b , minima at D =1.5 and 3 and maximum at D =2) and not so distinct for fault plane 3 (Fig. 8c , minima at D =2.5 and 4.5 and maximum at D =3-3.5) and fault plane 4 (Fig. 8d , minima at D =1.5 and 2.5 and maximum at D =2). Dependence of b D (4.5) on D for the seismicity of the Southern California (Fig. 11 ) has also two minima at D =0.5 and 1.5 years and maximum at D =1 year.
Conclusions
The phenomenon of transformation of FM plot before strong earthquakes identified here in the model of block structure dynamics and observed in the seismicity of the Southern California demonstrates redistribution of sizes of earthquakes before a strong one: decreasing of the b-value means that the number of small earthquakes decreases while the number of large earthquakes increases. The possibility to use this phenomenon for earthquake prediction is discussed, e.g. by Eneva and Ben-Zion (1997) who consider a parameter "magnitude ratio" (ratio of numbers of events in two different magnitude ranges). It is also reflected by one of functions on an earthquake flow used in earthquake prediction algorithm M8 (Keilis-Borok and Kossobokov, 1990) .
The model of block structure dynamics allows to reproduce different configurations of blocks and faults and to specify various movements of the underlying medium and boundary blocks and some features of the fault zones that are reflected by parameters K, W , W s , B, H f , and H s . Detecting of the transformation of FM plot before strong earthquakes in the model gives possibility to study how the manifestation of this phenomenon depends on the block structure geometry, the movements specified, and the features of the fault zones.
